All optical pulse cmeasurement techniques necessarily fail in multi-shot measurements of unstable pulse trains because the measurement can only provide a single result, despite of the presence of many different pulse shapes. At the very least, however, the technique should provide a reasonable estimate of a typical pulse in the train and indicate the train's stability . While frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG, [1] ) and spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER, [2]) naturally operate single-shot, multi-shot variants are very common, so it is important to understand the effects of instability on multi-shot measurements.
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To study the behavior of these pulse measurement techniques, we used pulse trains with both repeating (coherent) features common to all pulses and also randomly generated features that differed from pulse to pulse [3] . Two pulse trains were constructed with random and nonrandom components. The random components of these trains were given random spectral phases and were filtered with time envelopes of different widths, yielding two trains of different average time-bandwidth products and pulse durations. We find that SPIDER ignores the random components of the pulses, measuring only the coherent artifact for an unstable pulse train (see Fig. 1 ). This result was confirmed by a simple analytical calculation, and it is actually obvious because interferometric methods are generally not sensitive to random phase variations. FROG measurements yield varying pulse lengths resulting from the details of the random trains. More importantly, FROG measurements are more likely to yield the actual temporal structure typical of the pulses in the train. In addition, all FROG measurements of these trains have clearly visible differences between measured and retrieved traces, providing a good indicator of instability. The only indicator of instability in SPIDER is imperfect fringe contrast, which, however, may also arise from a variety of benign alignment effects and so is usually ignored. Thus pulse-length claims from SPIDER measurements alone must be re-examined if background is present. In summary, only 100% SPIDER fringe visibility (which is very rare) or good FROG trace agreement imply a stable pulse train and an accurate measurement.
